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This excellent biography of a remarkable educator enriches the history of urban education. Marcus Foster led the transformation of three schools and one district during his career as a principal and superintendent. By carefully examining Foster’s work in Philadelphia and Oakland, California from 1958 to 1973, John Spencer sheds new light on a pivotal era in the evolution of African American schools.

The apt title of this book carries multiple meanings. One bout of crossfire in the 1960s targeted the causes of black students’ underachievement. Cultural deprivation? Family disintegration? Psychological pathologies? Genetics? In the minds of many commentators, those popular notions blamed the victims and ignored white

prejudice; they also overlooked the importance of economic woes such as poverty, substandard housing, and feeble labor markets. And what about the schools? Why should educators be let off the hook?

For Marcus Foster,¹ it was not necessary to pinpoint the causes of the problem in order to create solutions. He knew that urban blacks faced many challenges, and in his opinion it made no sense to cast blame or point fingers at particular culprits. What mattered above all else was a change of attitude. Teachers had to raise their expectations. Students needed to envision a brighter future they could reach by staying in school and doing well. Parents could help in many ways; “You too are a teacher” was the title of one booklet Foster sent home. Local merchants could also pitch in. The goal was to mobilize everyone who could make education a priority in the hearts of the young.

Upbeat exhortations were not the whole story. To reinforce higher aspirations Foster created new programs and revived old ones—after school tutoring, evening classes for adults, sports teams, extracurricular clubs, National Honor Society. More important than anything else was his relentless focus on reading and writing. Significant gains in those two subjects would do more to change attitudes than all the speeches anyone could make. Black pride without academic achievement seemed hollow. To put the point another way, Foster would tell his students that they did not have to hold middle class values, but they definitely needed middle class skills. As a moderate, Foster drew crossfire from his right and left. On the right, the law-and-order advocates (like Philadelphia police chief Frank Rizzo) interpreted the ferment of the late 1960s as the collapse of adult authority. They saw student protests against racist teachers and curriculum as outrageous affronts. In contrast, Foster listened respectfully to outspoken students (and adults). He felt that apathy was worse than militancy, and proclaimed that he too was militant—about getting students to read.

Foster sought change from within the system, and throughout his career he simultaneously defended and criticized urban schools, even as his impatience grew in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Not surprisingly, the Black Panthers and other radicals lambasted his moderation as cooptation by and capitulation to the enemy. The tragic result was his murder in 1973 by gunmen from the Symbionese Liberation Army, a small group of violent zealots (who later kidnapped heiress Patty Hearst).

If Foster were alive today, he would probably draw some crossfire for his brand of accountability. He welcomed measurable objectives and quantitative scorecards, but unlike current practices, he defined accountability broadly. Why exempt students, parents, school boards, and district leaders to monitor only teachers and principals? As Spencer demonstrates, it is wrong to pigeonhole the 1960s and early 1970s as an era when the quest for equality and equity overshadowed the drive for academic excellence. Foster embraced many forms of assessment and evaluation as additional tools in his array of measures to sustain a sense of urgency among everyone connected with schools. Using test results to make sweeping claims of success or failure (and then punish or reward the worst and best schools) was not his idea of sensible accountability.

Another valuable theme in this biography is the hard-to-measure but easy-to-recognize importance of the character and personality of school leaders. Much of Foster’s success stemmed from his energy. Passion and stamina might be the two most underrated reasons why some administrators prevail and others do not. Foster had both, although he paid a high price: heart attacks, heavy drinking, and time away from his wife and family. Fed by daily Bible reading, his optimism inclined him to see the best in other people.

John Spencer sees the best in Marcus Foster, and the analysis throughout the book resembles the way Foster himself saw the world—nuanced, hopeful, and fair. This well-written and persuasively argued study should be required reading in courses on the principalship, school-community relations, multiculturalism, and urban education. Spencer’s research in primary and secondary sources is exhaustive, as it must be for a first rate biography that examines the life, the work, and the world.
The book is easily accessible to readers unfamiliar with urban education, yet it will also reward everyone who thinks they know everything about the topic and the times. We need more biographies of outstanding principals and superintendents; let’s hope they match the high standard John Spencer sets with this impressive book.
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